EResearch Implementation Committee Meeting Minutes  
Wednesday (4/9)  
Members present: Sarah Williams (chair), Karen Hogenboom, Susan Braxton, Bethany Anderson, Laila Moustafa, Christie Wiley (recorder) and Tom Habing

1. **EZ ID Pilot**  
Susan Braxton stated individuals can enter metadata and doi records. However individuals can’t edit records through the online interface. Michael Witt (Purdue University) has said he can assist if we run into problem (i.e. needing to make changes or edits to a record). When the subscription was activated they sent us three pieces of php code, create php, validate php and edit php. However the edit feature is not implemented. The immediate concern is not being able to edit or make changes to records. A long term concern is EZID is not functional if we can’t edit metadata. The only way the doi works is if the registry is up-to-date and the API’s need to be up and running. Open discussion on the role and relationship between California Digital Library and Data Cites as well as whether a programmer could help fix the issues with getting the edit feature working. Tom Habing will look at a demo of the EZID and work on getting the API’s implemented with Susan Braxton.

2. **DMP Tool Customizations**  
Sarah Williams talked about the most recent meeting on the DMP Tool customizations. She and Peg Burnett are working on the feedback gathered from a meeting of science librarians. Karen Hogenboom mentioned that the social sciences librarians were going to discuss customizations after the eResearch meeting.

3. **Make plans for implementing new Desk Tracker option**  
Sarah discussed the next steps of implementing the "Data Assistance" option in Desk Tracker. After considering the 2 implementation dates that Jen Yu suggested (i.e., July 1, one week before fall semester), we decided to have the option implemented on July 1. We also discussed plans for training, since training was strongly encouraged by the Reference Services Committee.

4. **Announcements**  
- NISO: Dealing with Data Deluge being hosted in library on 4/23/14 10am-4pm.  
- Karen Hogenboom announced the upcoming Research Data Interest group on 4/15 at 10am in 428. The focus of this talk is colleagues working in the area of digital humanities.